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PROGRESS REPORT ON ALASKA FISHERIES MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH, 1957

INTRODUCTTON

nie Bureau of Commercial Fisheries of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service operates

in Alaska under the general authority provided in the Congressional Act of June l8, 1926,

commonly called the White Act. liils Act states very clearly that its purpose is to pro-

tect and conserve the fisheries of /JLaska. For these purposes the Secretary of the

Interior may set apart and reserve fishing areas in Maska and within such areas may
establish closed seasons during T*iich fishing may "be eliminated or prohibited as he may
prescribe. This authority to limit fishing in any area so set apart and reserved aJlows

the Secretary to (a) fix the size and character of nets, boats, traps, or other gear and

appliances to be used therein; (b) limit the catch of fish to be taken from any area; and

(c) make such regulations as to time, means, methods, and extent of fishing that he may

deem advisable.

In accordance with the purposes outlined in the White Act, the administration of

the commercial fisheries of AJ.aska has three principal functions: (l) To Investigate the

status of the fisheries resources and determine by scientific means vrtiether they are

yielding the maximum harvest and, if they are not, how this might be done; (2) to trans-

late the scientific findings into management measiores and regulations in order to achieve

the maximum sustained yield; and (3) to enforce the fishery laws and regulations which

apply in Alaskan waters.

During 1957 the conservation policies of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries con-

tinued to feature: (l) Even distribution of spawning escapements throughout the r\ms;

(2) preventive enforcement of regulations through extensive use of streamguards as funds

permitted; (3) area registration to prevent shifting of gear and fishermen frcm district

to district during the peaks of the run; and (U) control of fishing effort locally to

secure satisfactory escapements.

In Ftebruary 1957 funds became available under the Saltonstall-Kennedy Act for a

greatly expanded research program. This program is applied closely to the problems of
managing the fisheries with the principal objectives of: (l) Developing better methods
of forecasting the runs to be expected; (2) determining the migratory routes, migratory
rates, and the mixing of populations in the several fisheries; (3) developing improved

methods of obtaining catch and escapement data; and (k) determining the natural causes

of mortality in the life of salmon. Part of these Increased funds are being used directly
by the Bureau of Commercieil Fisheries; the balance is contracted with the Fisheries Re-

search Institute and the School of Fisheries of the University of Washington, with the

Alaska Department of Fish and Game, and with the University of Southern California.

The summary following provides a brief description of the trends in the major
Alaskan fisheries and the preliminary results of the research being done.
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REVIFi OF 1957 ALP.SKAN SAIMON FISHERY

TJie 1957 Alaska salinon pack was increased considerably in September when fall chums

appeared in substantial volume in Southeastern Alaska and contributed an additional 1100,000

cases. The pack for 1957 was approximately 2,i»57,000 cases (fig. l). "The catch also

included an additional 1,300,000 fish, primarily sockeyes, which were cured or frozen by
freezer ships.

The principal reason for this
year ' s poor catch of salmon was the
universal "failure" of pink salmon runs

throughout the Territory. Although
satisfactory escapements occurred in

1955 on the south side of the Peninsula

and at Kodiak, Port Dick, and the lower

portion of Southeastern Alaska, the

pink salmon return was disappointing
everyvAere. Tiie seine catch of nearly
three million fish offshore from the

west coast of Prince of Wales Island
in late July and early August was an
unusual development. Apparently can-

petition between gear was so heavy
that few seiners mad-e good profits.

Figure 2 illustrates the contribution

of pink salmon to the total Alaskan salmon pack in 1957 (30 percent) as contrasted to the

long-term average (50 percent).
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Figure 1 .- -Production and value of

canned Alaskan salmon

Figure 2. --Contribution of each species to the Alaskan salmon pack;

long-term average on left, 1957 percentage on right

R>rtunately, 1957 was an above-average year for chum salmon, and this helped some-

\rtiat to offset the lower abundance of other species in the Nushagak River, South Peninsula,

Cook Inlet, Kodiak, Prince William Sound, and some sections of Southeastern. "Biis year's

pack was made up of 3^+ percent chums compared to the usual yearly average of 15 percent.

TSie sockeye catch failed for the second successive year on the Nushagak Fliver, but
this was partly compensated by a productive week on the Kvichak starting July 8. The



Raise Pass sockeye catch was very poor, and abundance was off at Port Mailer also.

Previously stable Cook Inlet produced half its normal pack of sockeyes for the first time
in many years. Sockeye runs elsevrfiere in the Territory were about average at recent-year
levels.
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The king and coho fisheries were not distinguished by unusual features except that
kings appeared early in Cook Inlet and so largely escaped the Jujie effort, and cohos were
unusually fine in quality and size throughout the season in Southeastern but were in
scant supply in streams of the Gulf of Alaska, including the Copper River.

There is some consolation in the
fact that escapements of all species,
with few exceptions, were much better
in both size and distribution than the
small catches would indicate— this
despite scant precipitation and low
stream flows that approached drought
conditions in scane districts. Given
favorable natural survival, the progeny
of the 1957 escapements should be ade-
quate in most cases to support substan-
tial fisheries in the years of their
return.

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

1925 '30 '35 '40 '45 '50

Figure 3. --Employment in the

Alaska salmon fishery

'5 5
The number of fishermen and types

of gear used in the 1957 fishery are
shown in figure 3 and table 1.

SOUTHEAS'EERN ALASKA

The pink salmon pack of '*05,000 cases (fig. h) reflects the general failure of this
species. Although Southeastern produced 150,000 cases more than this in 1955> the current
pack does exceed the low pack of pinks in 1953 by 50,000 cases. Twenty-three plants
operated this year, some of wliich represented consolidations of two or more ccanpanies.

There were two outstanding features of the 1957 piricrun: (l) The outer section of
the South Prince of Wales Island district experienced an unusually heavy offshore fishery.
Of the eight million pink salmon taken in all of Southeastern Alaska, outer South Prince

I
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1925 '30 '35 '40 '45 '50 '55

Figure 4. --Pink salmon pack Southeastern Alaska
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of Wales Island produced approximately three million—over 37 percent. The fish were so

concentrated in the vicinity of Cape Addlngton that the greatest portion of the catch was
taken by mobile gear within an area of less than 15 miles along the coast. (2) The rela-
tive escapement from the total run was surprisingly good. There were gains over the

parent year in both early and middle run streams. However the overall late escapement
was less than in 1955 and was not good. The escapements for each of the districts in
Southeastern Alaska are shown In figures 5^ 6, 7> 8> 9) and 10. The geographic locations
of the districts are shown in the map (fig. 11).

I

7 STREAMS IN EACH CLASS
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33 '54 'SJ '56 '57 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57 '53 '54 '55 'iiW
Figure 5. --Pink salmon escapement

Southern and Clarence Strait
Districts, SE. Alaska
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Figure 7. --Pink salmon escapement
Sumner Strait and Stikine

Districts. SE. Alaska
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Figure 9. --Pink salmon escapement
Western District, SE. Alaska

I952'53 '54 '55 '56 '57 '52 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57

Figure 6. --Pink salmon escapement
South Prince of Wales Island

District, SE. Alaska

7 LATE
STREAMS

1953 54 '55 '56 '57 '53 54 'SS '56 '57 '53 ^4 '55 ^e '5T

Figure 8. --Pink salmon escapement
Eastern District, SE. Alaska

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

Figure 10. --Pink salmon
escapement Icy Strait
District, SE. Alaska



The chum run was relatively substantial throughout the seasor, £i\d.ng satisfactory-

proportionate escapement and a pack of 3^3,000 cases. To offset the lack of fish of the
summer season^ there was ujiusual activity in utilizing the fall catches of both seines
and gill nets, with the result that over 100,000 cases were processed, plus a substantial
Increase of frozen products.

The newly established gill net fishery from Red Bay to Lake Bay on the northeast
coast of Prince of Wales Island produced somewhat less than hoped. Contrary to expecta-
tions, the Lake Bay fish were not intercepted, resulting in an underutilization of these
sockeye. Portland Canal was more productive in its first year of gill netting,, accounting
for 110,000 salmon, primarily chums. In comparison, the long established seine fishery
in Portland Canal accounted for only 20,757 fish, over half of ^ich were pink salmon.

The escapement in all /jnerican tributaries to
Portland Canal was satisfactory.

Ihe several gill net fisheries made a
significant contribution to the 1957 pack.
Gill net caught chum salmon, alone, numbered
about 500,000 fish and made up about 20 percent
of the total production in Southeastern Alaska.

Two of the research projects being con-
ducted in Southeastern Alaska are directed
toward developing reliable means of predicting
the abundance of adult pink salmon. One method
involves obtaining an index of abundance of the
young fry migrating from their parent streams.

Ihe second method, perhaps more desirable
because it eliminates consideration of fresh-
water and early saltwater mortalities, is an
estimate of abundance of the fingerllng in
marine feeding areas and migration routes.

A total of 12 fry sampling stations was
operated during the spring of 1957 • They were
located, with few exceptions, on streams in the
southern inside waters of the Panhandle. Rec-
tangular fry traps, thoroughly tested in 1956,
were used to establish a more reliable index
of abundance. Ccinparative data are available
for only k streams; in 3 of these the fry
migration was much larger in 1957 than in 195^,
and in the other it was very low. Among all
of the streams the migration was Judged to be
good to excellent in 7 and fair to poor in the

balance. Ttie largest catches and estimated
migrations occxirred at Anan Creek, Naha and
Wilson Rivers, and Herman Creek.

The enumeration of the fingerllng pink
salmon was conducted at 115 fish traps, \riiere

the watchmien cooperated by keeping daily
records of young salmon observed within the

pots and splllers. In general, the records
obtained provide a relative index of abundance.

Ihls was the third year in which an index of
fingerllng abundance was compiled, and adult
returns for two yeaxs are now available for

analysis. The abundance index, consisting of
Figure 1 1. --Regulatory Districts

Southeastern Alaska



the average number of fingerling per observation, was the lovest of the past three years,

with only 518 as compared to l,l8l in 1955 and 796 in I956. For the first two years the

fingerling index provided consistent results. "Bie large fingerling appearance in 1955
produced a case pack of 5^4,221 and a good spawning ground escapement in I956. The con-

siderably smaller showing of fingerlings in I956 produced 40^,250 cases and a smaller
spawning escapement in 1957

•

At the little Port Walter field station the complete counts of pink salmon spawners

and emerging fry continued. Die survival of fry from 1956 was the lowest on record—only
0.2 percent. In addition, specieil pens are being designed to hold spawners and eggs under

controlled conditions in order to determine more precisely their temperature, oxygen, and
other requirements.

No proven method of forecasting has been developed for pink salmon in Southeastern
Alaska smd the evidence at this time is conflicting. If survival from the 1956 spawning
is normal, a run that will produce a million or more cases may occur. If, however, the

evidence of scarce fingerlings in 1957 is reliable (and we have had too little experience
with this to know), then a much lower production may occur in 1958.

Ihe study of the effects of logging on salmon In Southeastern Alaska was continued.

This is a contract study being performed at Hollis by the Fisheries Research Institute in

close cooperation with the U. S. Forest Service. Data were obtained on salmon spawning,

bottom fauna, silting, flow, oxygen, and other factors affecting the siurvlval in three

streams. One of these streams has been logged, one is about to be lagged, and one will

not be logged. Much of the work by the Fisheries Reseeirch Institute to date has been to

devise and test experimental methods, and no conclusions are possible. However, a report

by the U. S. Forest Service indicates that the logging In the Hollis area has had very
little effect on stream flow, temperature, or silting to date.

A new project on the tagging of pink and sockeye salmon was begun off the west
coast of Prince of Wales Island under contract with the Fisheries Research Institute. Of

the 17,025 salmon tagged, 16,525 were pinks. By October 15, 36 percent had been recovered

—one- fourth of them from Canadian waters. The recoveries in Alaska were mostly frcan the

fishery and streams on the west coast of Prince of Wales Island.

A second new project for the year was to compile a comprehensive catalogue of all

salmon streams In Southeastern Alaska. Dils project Is Intended to bring together all

data on the physical characteristics of the streams and the history of the salmon escape-
ments.

YAKUTAT

The major fishery of the area, sockeyes of the Situk River, is well stabilized with
both catch and escapement holding up well. The situation is not so fortimate on some of
the lesser, outlying streams ^ere runs seem to be suffering from overfishing. As an
initial corrective measure, closure markers will be moved downstream to enlarge the area
of sanctuary in such streams.

Cohos are normally an important species in all Gulf of Alaska coastal streams but
were in short supply throughout the district in 1957 despite unusually favorable weather.

PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND

Prince William Sound reopened in 1957 after a complete closure of the parent pink
satoon year in 1955. D^e pink run was very poor throughout the season, producing a pack
of 35,000 cases (fig. 12). Individual fish were of fair size, averaging 18 to the case.

The largest portion of the pink pack was obtained from the eastern part of the district.



Escapement was about 17 percent of the parent year, and only a few streams received an
adequate number of spawners.

Qiun production of 75/000 cases accounted for 68 percent of the district's total
pack. Escapement was excellent and well above that of recent years for this species.
Many streams which norraally have only pinks had good numbers of chums. A surplus of
spawners provided a fall fishery in Port Jldalgo, and 158,000 good quality chum salmon
were taken in four days during the first week of September. There was a relatively good
riin and catch of Eshamy reds (fig. 13)» Satisfactory escapement did not occui- until late
in the season when fresh rains after a long dry period enabled schooled sockeyes to

ascend to the lake.

In tlie spring. Copper River red salmon escapement and catch were normal. Observa-
tions indicated better than average escapement in the upper tributaries but in the lower
streams it was only fair. Tlie condition of the run of summer reds was also average and a
fair escapement was apparent. Throughout the season good weather contributed to the suc-

cess of the catches (fig. 1^), and the resulting pack of 5'*>000 cases was slightly under
the annual average of 56,000. The run, pack, and escapement of both cohos and kings were
about half normal.

Research in this district is concerned primarily with developing methods of pre-
dicting the abundance of pink and chum salmon. Hiree methods are being explored.

Figure lZ.--Prirnce William Sound
salmon production

- NUMBER FISH PACKED

ESCAPEMENT

1336 40 45 50 55

Figure 13. --Eshamy redB pack and escapement



1. Relation between adult spawn-

ing pink salmon and the return two years
later .—Records of the pink salmon catch
and escapement In Prince William Sound
show a good correlation "between the nura-

"ber of spawners and the size of the r\in

in key streams two years later (fig. 15).
Using this trend line, a poor run was
predicted for the So\md In 1957. 'Ehe

size of the rum was even smaller than
expected.

The 1956 escapement was better

—

9,500 fish per key stream. Tnerefore,
the most probable retiu-n in 195^ is 6
million fish, or about equal to the 1?5'5

run. P^e odds are 2 to 1 that the re- Figure 16. --Fry traps used to sample
turn will be between U-^ and 74 million j 4. • ..

_. , - j^, . ^'= ,
'"^^

^ «^ downstream migrants
fish, end there is only 1 chance in 20 °

that the return will be greater than 9 million or less than 3 million fish. TSiis is the
most reliable forecast for 1958 now available.

2. Eniinieration of pink and chum salmon fry .— An extensive fry sampling program
initiated this war in the Sound was concerned primarily with devising trapping techniques
and solving problem.s of sampling the intertidal areas. Progress and results so far include:

Fry traps (fig. I6) i^re fished at 8 locations In Prince William Sound throughout the
migration; fry migration occurred during all houjrs of the day but was greatest at night;
the proportion of fry captured by traps ranged from 2.2 to 13«3 percent as indicated by
marking and recovery experiments and stream flow studies; digging techniques using a
square yard quadrat sampler were developed as a means of sampling fry in the intertidal
areas. No date from these studies can be used to forecast the run for 1958«

Problems yet to be solved include: Determ.ining the number of streams to sample to
obtain a reliable estimate of fry abundance for the entire Sound, effects of high tides on
trap location and efficiency, time and extent of sampling necessary in intertidal areas,
and improvement of fry marking techniques.

3. Distribution and abundance of fingerllng pink 3eJ-mon.--Thls season emphasis was
placed on testing methods of capture of fingerllng salruon. Beach seines, bottom trawls,
and small-mesh gill nets proved ineffective as fingerllng sampling gear. High-speed,
meter-size tow nets were the most successful devices tested and were used to systemati-
cally sample Galena Bay and Port Gravlna areas- Catches were low, and the absence of
larger size fingerllng indicates that they either move out of the study sirea on reaching
a certain size or that they are able to avoid the nets. A practical method of determining
the abundance of fingerllng salmon In the open waters of the Sound has yet to be devised.

Under contract to the Pish and Wildlife Service, the Fisheries Research Institute
tagged salmon at 11 locations scattered throughout the Sound. A total of ^+,176 seilmon

including 3,320 pinks, 573 chums, 18^4 reds, 88 cohos, and 11 kings, was tagged. On
September 26, 688 recoveries (17 percent of those tagged) had been returned, including
323 from the Prince William Sound fishery, 3^3 from the Prince William Sound spawning
grounds, I6 from the Cook Inlet fishery, and 6 frcm the Copper River fishery. One of the
outstanding features of the early retiu"ns was the evidence of considerable wandering
within Prince '/fllllara Sound.

COOK INI£T

Cook Inlet red salmon production fell to an all-time low during 1957, probably
reflecting damage wrought by the vast increase in gesir and catch during the parent cycle
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Figure 17. --Cook Inlet red salmon
gear operated 1932-1957
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Figure 18.-- Cook Inlet red salmon
catch and fishing effort

years. The drift net fleet increased slightly while shore gear remained about the same
(fig. 17). Tbixs, area licensing and the gear-time table succeeded in holding fishing
effort to the 1956 level (fig. l8) but did not bring about the decrease necessary to
achieve adequate conservation. Escapements (fig. 19) were light to the major spawning
systems and extremely poor in the minor systems. Distribution of escapement throughout
the season was uneven.

Pink salmon runs were poor in this off-cycle year and correspondingly light escape-
ments occurred. Chum runs reached unprecedented strength resulting in a record pack of
127>950 cases. Escapement of the latter species was considered good, except to streams
of the Outer District where streamguard protection was inadequate to control illegal fish-
ing activity.

TJie king salmon pack of 13,900 cases was about half of normal. It is likely that the
run came in eeirlier than usual. Opening season catches were made far inside Cook Inlet and
dropped off sharply after a few days.

Research activities in the Cook Inlet District were concentrated on determining the

migratory routes, time of red salmon runs, and on devising methods of counting the escape-
ment of this species in the turbid glaciaJ. rivers that are typical of this area.

3.0



Figure 20. —Fyke net used in sampling runs

A program of test- fishing with
large metal fyke traps wi-iich was started
this summer on the Kenai River promises
to be a satisfactory method of obtaining
an index of the escapement of red salmon
in turbid glacial rivers (fig. 20). Two
of these traps which fished throughout
the 1957 red salmon season in the Keneil

River clearly indicated the relative
abujidance of fish in the river from day
to day. Uie effects of the commercial
fishery on the run are reflected in the
reduction in numbers of fish taken in
the fyke traps after each open fishing
period (fig. 21).

Rirther refinements of this test-
fishing technique will enable us to
determine the rate of catch of Kenai red
salmon by the fishery.

During the test- fishing operations, 2,2^6 red salmon -vrere tagged, and intensive
stream surveys for tag recovery were conducted throughout the Kenai River system. The

objectives were to determine whether the riuis headed for the various tributaries pass
through the fishery as a group or subpopulation. If distinct subpopulations can be
identified, it may be possible to either protect or more fully utilize certain of the

runs.

Of the tags recovered to date, 58 percent have been returned from the Russian River,

12 percent from the Kenai, 8 percent from Moose Creek, 8 percent from ICaiifonski and

Salamatof Beaches, and the remainder from scattered locations in Cook Inlet. Further
analysis of the data must wait until all tags are recovered.

Red salmon have been counted at the peak of spawning in certain clear-water sec-

tions of Cook Inlet streams each yeair since 1952 to provide an index of their abundance.

Tliis year every accessible clear-water section of stream in the Kenai River system
was surveyed from the air and on the ground several times during the red salmon season.

V/hen combined with other studies, these repetitive count data may provide a basis for

determining the extent and freouency of
counts needed in the future to obtain a
reliable index of the total escapement.

Tagging was also conducted along
the periphery of Cook Inlet by the
Fisheries Research Institute under Ff sh

anrf '..'ildlife Service contract as part
of an overall study of the timing and
rate of migration of red and pink
salmon.

About 1,500 salmon were tagged
in the open waters of the Inlet.
Preliminary analysis of the tags re-
covered to date shows that some reds
tagged in late June, and pinks and
chums tagged in mid-July, migrated from
the tagging sites at Seldovla Bay and
Cliisik Island to the Prince William

FYKE TRAP CATCH-

Figure 21. --Kenai River test-fishing catches
in relation to commercial fishing periods

11



Soiind and Kodlak areas and as far as the Peninsula district,

recoveries have been from the Cook Inlet fishery.
However, the bulk of the

Also iinder support of a Pish and Wildlife Service contract, the Fisheries Research
Institute of the University of Washington, has undertaken a study of sea lions and hair
seals in the Gulf of Alaska. Before any quantitative conclusion as to the role of sea
lions as predators can be made, their numbers and centers of abundance must be knovn.
With this consideration foremost, the program of the Fisheries Research Institute has
been to locate the rookeries and to develop suitable methods for census.

Studies were made of 17 major rookeries in the area frcm Prince William Sotmd to
the eastern Aleutian Islands. By a system of repeated aerial surveys and counts from
aerial photographs, the sea lions' summer populations have been estimated as 78^500. It

was further learned that seasonal fluctuations occur in abundance on the rookeries.

Ihls study will provide the basis for more detailed investigations and for the

establishment of control measures- that may be required.

KCDIAK

EVEN YEARS
The Ifcdiak pink salmon runs of

1957 were less than expected In light
of the favorable escapement during 1955*
In spite of the unusually large amount
of gear attracted by prospects of a good
run, the pack was only 227,000 cases
(fig. 22). Survival of the I955 escape-
ment must have been poor because escape-
ment distribution appeared to be excel-
lent in many streams In that year.

Although a drop in pink escapement
occurred during 1957^ volume did not
appear to be dangerously low In the
larger streams, and distribution vras

generally good. Die small streams were
poorly seeded, however, due in part to

the universal scarcity of pink salmon
and also to the unprecedented dry season

which retarded, or In some cases prevented, escapement. Both I956 and 1957 have been
characterized by weakness in the late run?, a sitimtion v^ich must be corrected In future

regulation .

'33 '35 '37 "39 '43 '45 '47 '49 '53 '55 '57

Figure 22. --Kodiak pink salnnon pack

CcjTiblned weir counts for the Alitak
District red salmon lakes dropped to

78, 9^*7^ the lowest on record. Neverthe-
less, this escapement represents 71
percent of the red salmon r\in in that
district, thus assuring relatively even
distribi'tion of a minimal seeding.

T5ie red salmon count through Red
River weir during 1957 was l6l,192.
This is a three- fold gain over the
parent cycle of 1952.

The Karluk Lake run for 1957; as
reflected by the catch, although low,
was higher than in 1956 (fig. 23). Die

'82 '90 '00

Figure 23.
10 '20 '30 '40 '50

-Karluk red salmon catch

12



escapement of 220,675 red salmon was well distributed over the season as a result of the

policy designed recently to bolster the weak mid-portion of the run. The research program

at Karluk Lake is a long-term investigation of the causes of changes in survival rates of

young red salmon during the freshwater stages. In past years the work at Karluk Lake has

been principally concerned with gathering basic data on numbers of adults entering the

lake, their age, length, and fecundity, as well as on sampling of the lake residents.

In 1957 the research was expanded to include studies on survival, or mortality in

the spawning st^reams. Groups of adult salmon entering streams were counted, tagged, and

followed through their life spans in the streams.

Tl'ie gravel of the spawning beds was sampled to determine eggs deposited per unit

area in the streams under study. It is planned to enumerate the fry emerging from these

streams in the spring.

At Bare Lake a detailed investigation of tlie effect of the addition of commercial

fertilizer on survival of red salmon has been under way since 1950. Nitrate and phosphate

fertilizer was added annually fi'om I950 tlirougli 1956. An increase in the growth rate of

young lake resident red salmon has been obsex-ved, but the general results have been incon-

clusive. Because it is small and shallow, Bare Lake is not typical of important red

salmon producing lakes. Other factors besides food production for the lake residents may

be instrumental in the freshwater survival of red salmon.

Bare Lake was not fertilized in 1957> but reseai'ch was continued on conditions in

the lake and on the biology of the young salmon. Observations on Bare Lake will be con-

tinued for as long as is necessary to serve as a check and to substantiate results already

obtained under fertilized conditions.

CHIGNIK

The 1957 red salmon run, thougli not as good as I956, does not compare unfavorably

with the preceding nine-year average (fig. 2^4).

Fishery management relied successfully on an extended closed area at the mouth of

the Cliignik River and a relatively fixed weekly schedule of 12-hour fishing periods to

achieve its objective of obtaining a more uniform escapement of spawning stock throughout

the entire run. Bie escapement percentage of the total run, especially during the heavy

fishing period from mid-June to mid-July was satisfactory (fig. 25). Substantial escape-

ments from each segnent of the run should contribute materially to increased and steadier

futiu-e production.

1 l^ESCAPEMENT

1925 '30 '35 '40 '45 '50 '55

Figure 24.--Chignik red salmon
catch and escapement



Rehabilitation of the currently nonreproductive pink and d'liun salmon streams in the

Cliignik area remains a serious problem. Correction requires intensification of enforce-
ment.

ALASKA PENINSULA

The Peninsula pink salmon pack hit an alltime low of 29,000 cases in 1957-

Good abundance of chums, which had a pack of silmost 125,000 cases, compensated scme-

what for the pink shortage. Poor production during the summer season kept all canneries

and gear in the race for fall fish, the season for whicli commenced August 19.

ISie Praise Pass seiners and traps caught few red salmon despite remarkably calm
weather.

Even though a more liberal fishing time was granted, escapement was good into the

Bear and Sandy Rivers. It is felt that a continuous stationary patrol of the closed area
at the mouth of Bear River contributed materially to the good escapement.

During 1957 the Fish and Wildlife Service conducted the first major research program
on the Alaska Peninsula in over 30 years. Pink salmon were tagged in the vicinity of the

Shumagin Islands for the purposes of learning migration routes, rate of movement, and
the tiirdng of the runs in relation to the fishing season.

Although tag returns are incomplete, some of the more outstanding results of the

Shumagin tagging have become apparent. Of 5,500 pink salmon tagged, a recovery of about

35 percent is anticipated. The majority of the fish tagged were apparently destined for

local streams, since 9^ percent of the tagged pink salmon recaptured were taken within
the boundaries of the Peninsula district (fig. 26). Perhaps the most surprising result
is the easterly trend of the migration as shown by the eastward extent of the recovery
pattern and also by the fact that as yet no recoveries have been reported from the area
west of Pavlof Bay.

PERCENTAGE OF RECAPTURES
BY REGULATORY DISTRICTS

SHUMAGIN ISLANDS

DISTRICT
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As anticipated, the 1957 sockeye production of Bristol Bay fell below that of 1956.

However, the pack of ii72,000 cases (fig. 27) plus 900,000 fish to freezers is not out of

line with recent production, although the Nushagak run fell considerably short of expecta-
tion. With fishing effort almost doubled
over that of 195^, it was necessary to

severely restrict the amount of fishing
time to obtain necessary escapements.

Escapement into all major rivers
was counted from towers or weirs. Thus
the escapement data plus the catch data
provides a good estimate of the total
run and the proportion caught. Compari-
son of catch and escapement for the major
systems is as follows:

1920 '25 '30 '35 '40 '45 '50 '55

Figure 27. --Bristol Bay red salmon production

TogiaJj;

Nushagak
Kvi chalc-Nalcnek
L'gegik

Ugashilc

Total
Percent

Catch

37,967
535,392

h,6hQ,673
789,875

_362ja^5

6,370,052
57^

Escapement

32,000
if65,000

3,729,000
3^+0,000

205, 000

ij, 771, 000

King salmon fishing on the Nushagak has steadily increased in intensity over the past
several years and produced a record catcli of 73,1^2 fish during 1^57. It \rill be necessary
to reduce weekly fishing time in succeeding years to get spawning escapements safely up-

stream .

Research work continued in all major red salmon producing areas of Bristol Bay througli

coordination of the K-sheries Research Institute and the Pish and Wildlife Service.

The Institute maintained its industry-sponsored studies of the Ugashik and Wood River

reds gathering data primeu"ily on seaward migration, spawning escapement, and lake produc-

tivity. Commercial catches and escapements to these two areas were systematically sampled

for age, sex, and size composition.

Continued for the third consecutive year by the Fisheries Researcli Institute were
the Kvichak studies which were financed by the federal government. T!ie Kvichak is the

most important red salmon producing area in Alaska. The Institute sampled the Naknek-
Kvichak catch througliout tlie season to gain information regai'ding the sexes, sizes, and

age classes present in order to contribute to the knowledge of the nature of Kvichak runs

as they pass througli the fishery. Towers located at Igiugig wei'e used to enumerate a

2,965,000 escapement into Iliamna Lake. Emphasis was placed on developing methods of
increasing accuracy and economy. About 6,000 reds wei-e seined as they escaped into the

lake, and the daily observations taken, when compared with catch samples, will permit an
evaluation of the sex ratio, size, and age composition of the run. More than i+,000 of
these fish were tagged to study timing, distribution, and spawning of individual races.

The spawning escapement of 9,000,000 Into Iliamna Lake in 1956 appears to have pro-

duced good numbers of fry, but environmental studies indicate an increase in the abundance
of predators and food competitors of salmon. Development of an annual index of seaward
migrating smolts was continued to determine the relationship of known spawning escapements
to young produced and to measure marine and freshwater survival as a basis for forecasting
future runs. Bie 1957 catcli of 26,000 smolts was a decrease from the 32,000 and 200,000
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talien in 1956 and 1955 respectively,

to obtain reliable forecasts.
Emphasis will continue on improving indexing methods

Fish and Wildlife Service research was expanded during 1957 • A new study to develop

"better methods of sampling the catch and escapement to ascertain the age and size composi-

tion of the runs was begun. It has been shown that gill nets select the larger, older

fish from the run leaving younger, smaller fish for escapement. Frequent samples were

taken from the Egegik and Naknek- Kvi chok gill net fisheries and were compai'ed with samples

taken from the escapement into these systems. Several methods of sampling fish from the

escapement were explored, with beach seining providing the best results. A partial ana-

lysis indicates that the Naknek escapement was divided almost equally between progeny of

1951 and 1952 spawning escapements. About two-tiiirds of the Egegik escapement were pro-

duced by the 1951 escapement and one-third by the 1952 escapement.

lagging studies were concentrated in the Naknek- Kvichak system. Diree tagging crews

of three men each on a standard Bristol Bay gill net boat captured and tagged red salmon

at the lower fishing boundary (fig. 28). Special test set nets recovered tagged fish at

the upper boundary as they left the fishery. A total of 9*^72 tagged fish was released

between June 21 and July 2k. By the end of December 3,^1^ tags were reported from the

cammercial fishery. Of these, 28I were from Egegik and 28 from Nushagak, 3 from the

Ugashik with the remainder taken from Naknek- Kvi chak. In addition, 1,272 tags were

sifted in Bristol Bay rivers and about I90 were recovered by foot survey parties.

A partial analysis indicates tliat: (a) About 80 percent of the tags recovered from

the Naknek- Kvi chak fishery were taken by the end of the second fishing period after

tagging; (b) Kvichak fish are available to the fishery longer than Naknek fish. On the

Kvi chak, 55 percent of tags captured at test set nets on the upper boundary \rere taken in
three or less days. On the Naknek, 72 percent of the test set net recoveries were rea-

lized on the third day after tagging (fig. 29); (c) most tagged fish escaping into the

Naknek pass the weir in tliree or less days after entering the fishery; (d) fish tagged
during an open fishing period, or at the begin-
ning of a closed period, were recovered from the

fishery in fewer niimbers than those tagged during
the middle or end of closed periods (fig. 30);

(e) tag recoveries from the Naknek-Kvi chak fishery
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Figure 28. --Bristol Bay red salmon
tagging sites, 1957
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Figure 29. --Bristol Bay test set net

tag recoveries, 1957
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have been recorded from specific areas of catch and, vhen fully analyzed, will provide
better information on the movements of these fish within the fishery.

Daily test set netting was conducted at the upper fishing boundai'ies on the Naknek
£ind Kvichak Rivers. "Hie two uppermost commercial set nets on each bank of both rivers
were limited to 25 fathoms in length and allowed to fish continously throughout the
season.

Primary objectives were: (a) To determine if daily test fishing will provide an
index that would indicate the number of red salmon escaping into the Naknek and Kvichak
Rivers each day; (b) To recover, as they left the fishery, red salmon that were tagged
entering the fishery, thereby indicating the length of time they were available; (c) To
obtain daily length and scale samples from fish leaving the fishery to better understand
the selective action of gill nets on the catch and escapement; (d) To study the rela-
tionship of tidal fluctuation on the migration of red salmon through the fishery.

Catch figures indicate that test net catches fluctuated rythmically with the open
and closed periods (fig. 31), but data must be equated to tides and time fishes prior to
drawing conclusions.

Tower counting by the Fish and lfl.ldlife Service provided good reliable estimates
of escapement into three major tributaries. Weirs were replaced by towers on the Egegik
and Ugashik, and escapements were estimated as S'f-ljOOO and 206,000 respectively. On the
Alagnak (Branch River) an estimate of 129,000 was obtained.

On the Naknek, towers were operated in conjvinction with the weir and daily and
seasonal estimates of each were compared with favorable results. Partial analysis sug-

gests that smother study of the Naknek system is needed prior to replacing the weir with
towers.

Rie behavior of the migrating reds was closely observed at each tower site to
learn more about night migration and to develop equipment and methods to simplify enumer-
ation without loss of accuracy.

Fish and Wildlife Service field crews captured red salmon fingerlings in fyke nets

to study the characteristics of the seaward migration and to develop sampling techniques
that will permit reliable estimates of the number, age, and size of the smolt.

On the Naknek a cross- section of the entire river was sampled each day from late

May to early August. About three million smolts were estimated to have migrated as

Figure 30. - -Naknek -Kvichak red
salmon tagging, 1957

-.-NORTH SANK
(saei

NAKNEK RIVER
SITES 5,6 AND ^8

OPEN PERIOD

24 26 28 30 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

JUNE JULY

Figure 31. --Daily set net catches of
red salmon, Bristol Bay, 1957
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Figure 32.--Naknek River total

red salmon smolt catch

by fyke net site, 1957

exjanded . Investigations at Brooks are de
affect the abundeince of red salmon during
tives of producing more red salmon.

canpared to about six million in 1956. The
number of fingerling caught at a given site
appeared to be related to the volume of water
(fig. 32). Catches were made during every hour
of the day, but most fish migrated between
10:30 p.m. and k-.^O a.m.; and 7:30 a.m. and
10:30 a.m. On the Egegik, the duration of the
run was much shorter thaxi on the Naknek, with
peak numbers appearing May 30 and June 3- The
young fish were very large and vigorous. Smolt
age and size composition data were taken as well
as air and water temperatures, water transparency,
volume of flow, and other related data.

Another new Fish and Wildlife study ob-
tained inforaiation on the fishery resources
north of Bristol Bay. From early July through
August, a five-man crew conducted aerial surveys
and interviewed local people between Cape Newen-
ham and Point Hope. Results of the surveys and
interviews , along with data obtained from past
records, indicate that the native population is

dependent upon salmon and other fishes for much
of their food. It is roughly estimated that
about 23 million pounds of salmon may be taken
and utilized annually by native residents.

The long-term research program at Brooks
Lake (Naknek River ^stem) was continued and
signed to determine the basic factors which
their freshwater life, with the ultimate objec-

In 1957, in addition to the collection of regular hydrological and climatological
data, two major projects were initiated as well as several minor ones. These projects
were, first, the development of a practical technique for measuring primary productivity
of red salmon lakes by means of radioactive Carbon l4 tracers, and second, intensive
detailed observations of spawning behavior in Brooks River, a major producer for the
NaJaaek River system.

No final results on the primary productivity researx;h ai« yet available since the
final laboratory steps in the technique are still in progress.

A Forecast of the I958 Bristol Bay Red Salmon Abundance

Our present forecasts of Bristol Bay red salmon runs are at the best "educated
guesses" because data are not yet available upon which to base forecasts that have reli-
able mathematical limits. An interpretation of the history of parent escapements and
recent trends of abundance offers the best basis of predicting the strength of the I958
runs.

For the Naknek-Kvichak our estimate is that the I958 run will be smaller than the
8 million of 1957- The Nushagak has declined since l^kS and the poor escapements of 1953
and 195^ cannot be expected to produce a bigger run than the 1957 one of slightly over a

million. For the Egegik, a greater than average run (1-5 million) is not to be expected.
On the Ugashik, the 1952 and 1953 escapements were average and 350 thousand above average
i^spectively; so an average (I.3 million), or above average run may be expected in 1958.
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MARINE FISHERIES INVESTIGATIONS

HERRING

The herring reduction fishery in 1957 continued its upward trend for the third year.

The season's total catch by the reduction fishery was 57,338 tons as compared to 51,310
tons taken in 1956. The overall catch approached the Alaskan production average for the

past 30 years (fig. 33)-

The new year class entering the fishery was not strong, and in all fishery districts
the catch this year, as last, was dependent upon a single age group. As figure 3^ indi-
cates, fish in their fourth year meuie up about 80 percent of the catch.

In spite of the natural mortality which reduced the numbers of the dominant year
class, the catch per boat -ton day remained high.

Figure 33. --Total Alaskan herring catch

Thes seasonal average of this unit,
which is one index of abundance , in-

creased in 1957 for Prince William
Sound, remained the same on Kodiak,
and dropped somewhat in Southeastern
Alaska.

The herring fishery of Alaska, as
in similar fisheries throughout the

world, is dependent upon the presence
of one or more dominant year classes.
These good spawning survivals usually
appear as two-yBar-olds in the fishery.
As previously shown (fig. 3^+), there
has been no evidence of a strong enter-
ing year class in next year's fishery,
and the present stock of three -year-
old fish is not conspicuously evident.
Unless a strong new age group enters
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Figure 35. --Southeastern Alaska herring fishery

catch, boats, and effort
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the fishery, the Industry will again be
dependent upon the 1953 year class, which
as five-year-olds are expected to be about
25 percent less abundant numerically In

1958 than In 1957. However, this will be
offset somewhat by an increase in the size
of the individuals.

The catch, catch per unit of effort,
and number of boats for Southeastern

Alaska are shown in figure 35. Although
fishing started slowly with the catch per
boat-ton day down, by July 21 (period 6),
when the 22, 500 -ton quota was reached in
Southeastern Alaska, the catch per boat-ton
day greatly exceeded the seasonal average
(Figure 36).

Spawning surveys by the Fish and
Wildlife Service were extended in 1957, and
good coverage of all beaches in Southeastern
Alaska was obtained. These surveys provide
an indication of the relative size of the
herring spawning population. In 1957 the
spawning was about the same as in I956,
both years being exceptionally good. A
total beach mileage of I32 was located this
year as compared to l48 miles in I956. This
difference is not considered statistically
significant. As figure 37 shows, there are
three major spawning areas, possibly only
one of which contributes to the present
fishery.



KING CRABS

There are three major king crab
fishing districts in Alaska. Of these
Kodiak and the Sand Point-Cold Bay region
are areas offall and winter fishing while
the Cook Inlet fishery (mainly in Kachemak
Bay) is carried on in the summer. The king
crab landings in pounds for the 195^^ 1955

>

and 1956 fishing seasons are as follows:

Cook Inlet

1956 2,072,679
1955 1,972,177
195^ 1,271,825

Kodiak

4,126,793
2,394,611
4,764,315

Sand Point

2,043,90?
1,640,688

316,660

The crab industry in Alaska has
expanded to such aa extent that a study of

the various crab populations and their
biology is necessary in order to know how
much expansion may occur without overex-
ploitation. The widespread distribution of

the fishery has resulted in crab investiga-
tions developing along several lines and in

different regions. Studies on the king
crab are being conducted by the Fish and
Wildlife Service; and, under contracts with
the Service, king crab studies are also
being conducted by the University of South-
em California, the University of Washington,
and the Alaska Depajrtment of Fish and Game.

Coordination of the contracts of the various
etgencies is accomplished by the Service.
The studies are being conducted in Cook
Inlet, Kodiak, and the Saad Point-Shumagin
region.

In Cook Inlet, crab studies are

being conducted by the University of South

-

em California and the Fish and Wildlife
Service. The University's contract inves-

tigations concern the biology of the king

crab, while the Service's program involves

a study of the fishery.

Several thousand tagged crab have
been released and measurements of the size

composition of the crab catch are xmderway.

SHRIMP

Alaska's shrimp pixiduction continued
to be limited for economic rather than
biological reasons. Although a small
shrimp pack originates from Cook Inlet,
Southeastern Alaska continues to produce
the major portion of the pack. The pro-
duct in pounds for 1954 through 1956 in

Southeastern Alaska has been:

1956
1955
195't

3,031,598
1,777,122
1,437,924

This year the schooner TORDENSKJOLD,
under charter to the Fish and Wildlife
Service , found excellent shrimp fishing in

the waters between the Alaska Peninsula

and the Shumagin Islemds. For example,
three 30 -minute drags off Pavlof Bay pro-

duced a total of 8,460 pounds of shrimp.
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ALASKA CAMMED SAUJON PACK
In cases*

PRELraiNARY REPORT FOR 1957

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

District Kings Reds Cohos Pinks Chvuns Total

Ketchikan
West Coast
Central
Eastern
Western
Icy Strait

282

41

681

61

159
343

17,762

13,654
10,880
2,274
21,294
16,412

12,628

10,908
7,216

679

6,373
15,763

120,133

131,121

60,292
20,324
54,336
13,525

104,410
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FROZEN AND CURED SALMON PRODUCTION*

District Reds Kings Pinks Chums Cohos Total

Southeastern Alaska:

Central

Ketchikan

Central Alaska:

Kodiak 104

Cook Inlet

Prince Wm. Sound

Copper River (Yeikataga)

Peninsula, South Side 17,725

Western Alaska:

Peninsula, North Side 16,111

Bristol Bay 896, 013

Yukon

118

12

24,309

19.466

32,852

111,874

45,471 24,359

44 3,271

278

10

26,129 40

11,454

102 14,579 47,534 664

7,294

4,401

32,852

111,874

69, 944

118

26, 169

11,454

80,604

26,732

925,001

19,466

TOTAL ALL ALASKA 929. 953 44,007 60,094 246,297 23,863 1,304,214

Number of fish.

HERRING FOR REDUCTION IN 1957 IN TONS

Southeast -- 22,938 Prince William Sovuid — 12,582 Kodiak.. 21, 818




